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Why you should publish in PTAD:

•  A unique outlet for research papers portraying adaptations 
(e.g., translations) and developments (e.g., state to trait) of 
individual tests – the backbone of assessment 

•  Official open-access journal of the European Association of 
Psychological Assessment (EAPA) 

•  With an expert editor-in-chief, supported by a stellar cast of 
internationally renowned associate editors 

• Fully embraces open science – including registered reports 

Benefits for authors: 

•  Clear guidance on the structure of papers helps you write 
good papers 

•  Fast peer-review, aided by the clear structure of your paper  
•   With the optional registered report format you can get 

expert advice from seasoned reviewers to help improve your 
research 

•  Open access publication, with a choice of Creative 
Commons licenses 

•  Widest possible dissemination of your paper – and thus of 
qualified information about your test and your research 

• Generous APC waiver program

For more information, visit https://eu.hogrefe.com/products/journals/psychological-test-adaptation-and-development

First papers now published! 

Be part of this exciting journey and  
submit your paper now! 
https://www.editorialmanager.com/ptad

PTAD is the first open access, peer-reviewed journal publishing papers on adaptations of tests to specific (e.g., cultural) 
needs, test translations, or the development of existing measures.
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“PTAD is a unique academic journal, filling the burgeoning gap in the field 
of test adaptations and development – I’m very excited to announce the 
release of our first papers and look forward to even more submissions!!!”

Matthias Ziegler, Editor-in-chief


